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The last year saw the return of some semblance of normality following the disruption previously 

caused by the pandemic. Both Saturday Club and adult courses were able to resume albeit with use 

of the club house kept to an absolute minimum. Saturday Club numbers were quite healthy at the 

outset and grew during May and June. Some of the apparent pent up demand from the previous 

year for adult courses failed to materialise.  Adult numbers were steady but maybe not quite what 

was hoped for. 

Taunton School requested a sailing activity for some of their students and we were able to provide 

this on Saturday afternoons during the first half of the season. 

We noticed at the start of the season that the sponsons on the rib, Fred, were slowly deflating. The 

boat could be still used to provide safety cover for half a day but it was felt that the problem could 

only get worse with the passage of time. The boat is roughly 40 years old and estimates for re-tubing 

far exceeded the value of the renovated boat. It seemed that a replacement was needed and some 

finance was sought. Applications for grants were successful and the amounts awarded are: 

Somerset Community Foundation  £5000 

Arnold Clark Cars    £1000 

Persimmon Homes   £1000 

Tesco      £1000 

RYA Foundation    £1000 

Making a difference locally (MADL)  £300 

These funds have helped SYCSA make substantial progress towards replacing the rib and need to be 

spent this coming year. Ideally the replacement boat should also have a new engine. Quite how to 

proceed is still a matter under discussion. 

During recent years there has been a steady reduction in the use of SYCSA boats by local schools, 

colleges and by KIlve/ Charterhouse outdoor activity centres. These used to provide a significant 

proportion of SYCSA’s income but that is no longer the case and it has reduced to almost zero. 

The fee that SYCSA pays to Durleigh Sailing Club (DSC) was based on historic usage patterns and it 

was felt that there was no option but to seek a renegotiation of the fee to reflect current conditions. 

Initially, there was considerable difficulty finding the text of the original agreement which was made 

in 2007. Eventually, a copy was found in the archive of former SYCSA chairman, Peter Branson. Both 

organisations agreed that the agreement should stand for the year 2021 and that any outstanding 

difference will be rectified. I hope that the new agreement will be able to align the interests of SYCSA 

and DSC more closely. 

Looking to the future, SYCSA has a good group of young sailors who have just become Assistant 

Instructors and our volunteer base seems to be quite strong. However, there is concern that some of 

the longstanding volunteers are getting on in years.  Another concern is the economic uncertainty 

that lies ahead with a combination of Brexit, the pandemic and its consequences coupled with the 

effects of the war in Ukraine. Economic conditions could be very difficult and in around 2010 

following the financial crisis both SYCSA and DSC felt the impact of the recession on numbers of 

members and income. 



My concerns expressed previously about membership and hence the viability of DSC have not gone 

away. I hope that now restrictions due to Covid are largely gone, SYCSA will be able to work with DSC 

on some innovative schemes that will bring new members to the club. 

Peter Upton  

March 2022 

 


